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Books


New Directions in the Law of the Sea is a collection of documents, sometimes with commentary. The series had several editors and was published by Oceana Publications, Dobbs Ferry, New York, from 1973 to 1981.


Books (cont.)


- **Vol. I*** Introduction (Moore), Foreword (Nordquist), Negotiating Process (Koh and Jayakumar), Drafting Committee (Nelson), Convention Text and Commentaries on Final Act and Preamble (Rosenne), 1985, 531 p.


*Vol. I was reproduced in soft cover and up-dated [distributed free to 185 Foreign Ministries and many scholars].

**Vol. II was reproduced in soft cover and up-dated [distributed free to 185 Foreign Ministries and many scholars].


Books (cont.)

- *U.S. Fisheries Utilization and Management: Where Are We and Where Do We Go From Here?*, 8 COLP, 178 p. (1984).
• The Marine Environment and UN Sustainable Development Goal 14: Life Below Water 41 COLP (2018).

Thesis and Dissertation

Law Review Articles

**Proceedings**

Proceedings (cont.)

Nordquist and W. Phalen, “Interpretation of UNCLOS Article 121 and Itu Aba (Taiping) in the South China Sea Arbitration Award,” International Marine Economy: Law and Policy, 39 COLP 3 (2016).

Periodicals

Congressional Testimony

Papers and Studies
Nordquist, “U.S. Tuna Policy in the Western Pacific,” Paper Presented to Pacific Islands

Miscellaneous
Nordquist, “International Humanitarian Law and the Legal Regulation of Armed Conflict,” Presentation to the Russian-American Conference organized by The Center for Political and International Studies and The Defense Institute of International Legal Studies, Moscow, Russia, April 1998.
Nordquist, “Law of the Sea and the Regulation of Military Activity on the Seas and Oceans,” Presentation to the Russian-American Conference organized by The Center for Political and International Studies and The Defense Institute of International Legal Studies, Moscow, Russia, April 1998.
Nordquist, moderator, “Computer Network ‘Attack’ and International Law, Executive Panel
Discussion, Naval War College Symposium, Newport, RI, June 22-25, 1999.
Nordquist, instructor, Defense Institute of International Legal Studies, Moscow, Russia, October 3-6, 2000.

Book Reviews